My Personal Philosophy of Supervision

Three moments in Supervision
My views about supervision have been strongly shaped by my own very rich, positive experiences as
a supervisee, as well as by my own experience as a client. So I want to record here some key
moments in my own development as a counsellor in supervision. (Daniel Stern , in The Present
Moment In Psychotherapy and Everyday Life (2004)elaborates on this notion of present moments
upon which therapeutic process depends.)These are all pivotal moments for me, as clear as a fullscreen, digitalised movie with panoramic sound and all the accompanying emotional charge. Each is
a personally experienced, transformative moment that have informed my choice of frameworks for
supervision. My models were slowly being co-constructed in my supervision experiences.

Moment one:
I had p o a l o pleted 40 hou s li i al o k. M supe iso had put i a tape of he supe isio
of me to her supervisor for on-goi g a ou ta ilit . I as i “tage 2 of Kaslo s developmental
model: insecure, idealising my supervisor, double-checking many of my interventions, and constantly
looking for affirmation or direction. (Handout 5, Interrelate Supervision Training Notes, 2009.)
During the tape, as supervisee, I was exploring some counter-transference reactions to something
that had taken place with a client in session, and because I had done significant personal therapy in
my own life, went fairly deeply into the supervisory exploration process. I then emerged at the end
of the supervision with a deeper understanding of the issues that had triggered me, and some
possible alternative responses. But I was not sure if such exploration meant I was too broken to be a
ou sello ...Was su h e plo atio ok? Was I too out the e ecause I had been triggered? I was
anxious that her supervisor would see that I was not ok, or that I had caused my supervisor to step
out of the ou da ies of p ope supe isio .
The moment?

Supervisor: My supervisor had some feedback about your work as an aside, and I thought you might
like to hear it?
Me: Yes... ..I would.
“upe iso : “he said, This o e s got it! “he s eall got it.
As we discussed what was meant by this it became clear to me that what this observer was feeding
back was that my emotional work was not only ok in supervision, but that it was an indicator of an
fa to , so ethi g I did ot uite get ith
head, ut
gut got it . Wo ki g i this a as
an asset to my work, to my clients, and there was no shame in bringing all of me to supervision. A
psycho-dynamic, strengths-based, process-oriented model of supervision was beginning to form in
me.

Moment Two:
I had a out a othe hu d ed hou s e pe ie e, a d had e e tl ee
o ed to a othe supe iso
who happened to be my boss. I had built fairly deep trust with this supervisor by this time. By then I
was in Stage 3 and, I suspect now, being nudged by this supervisor to move to a new stage.
Something had happened in my professional and personal interactions with other clinicians that
were confronting me with differences in models and approaches, in ways of being with people, and
in potential abuses of clients by these senior clinicians. I was shocked, but had no language for my
knowing, felt unsure of my opinions, and rather embarrassed to be actually having opinions about
such matters when I was still a trainee. My ethical radar was on maximum alert. Confusion coated
every word, and I was doubly concerned because I was expressing these taboo ideas to my boss!
This moment presents itself to me now as a sped up, almost comical Charlie-Chaplin-style scene. I
as s a li g all o e the hite oa d, e aged. “haki g. Whispe i g fo fea of the hea i g the
he es I as spitti g out i to the oo .
S: Heresy. So will you be burned at the stake?
Me: What?
S: You said you were a heretic, and heretics get burned.....
Me: Oh yeah. (Still trembling)
“: Who is this the

ou

e tio ed ho

ight hea

ou utte he es ?........ a d so o

And so entered a new sometimes recurring theme of my supervision: the congregation of all the
experienced, skilful therapists out there who I was sure would hiss in my ear their doctrines of
perfection in my moments of vulnerability. Simultaneously, I slid across the line to owning my own
theoretical frameworks, my ethics, my a ilit to sta d agai st this i isi le sha i g othe . A d I
moved to a new developmental stage: I had my own identity as a counsellor. Also, I was developing

a sense that I could and would become a senior clinician, and that I was already critically reflecting
on the context within which I was practicing; that is, the therapeutic milieu.

Moment three:
Same supervisor. Not seen for years and maybe a thousand client hours, but the experience of
moment two beckoned me to return to this person. We had been meeting for a few months when
moment three emerged.
Me: Oh...it s sooo lu k a d ough so eti es he I
do t ha e a lue hat I doi g.
“: “o that s hat it s like he
work is going well?

ou

ou selli g; there are times I feel like I

o k ith lie ts feels lu k .....Tell

e, hat s it like he the

Me: (on guard immediately...unfamiliar turf here...visibly frozen, resisting) What do you mean?
“: Well, hat s the e pe ie e like i side ou he it s eall good et een you and a client?
SILENCE.
..........waiting..................
Me: .....Well......(feeling some panic at this unexpected chance to reflect on the good stuff)
S: Yes?
Me: Well It s a .... It s a ................................ a d the I
note) It s a HUUMMMMMMMMMMM....(Hide face)

eathed out a single resonant musical

I do t e e e his response but I know it was a perfect matching, an elaboration, one of those
hum moments! Resonance, in tune, a union of minds. My shame, awkwardness and the felt
sacredness of this self- disclosure was seen and transformed into collegiality, and we moved into and
through the felt experience together.
And we theorised about the musical theme I d i t odu ed i to the oo , and I drew together my
eadi g that I did t e e k o I d absorbed, a d e p essed ideas I did t k o I had formed about
the work I was doing. To be drawn forward, or coaxed, to a place of equality and competence, and
to be seen and met in that moment of being seen transformed me – and my work with clients. It
as, i Joh ‘o a s terms, a transpersonal experience, beyond relationship between us and deeply
accessing soul. (Rowan and Jacobs.....)

Summary:
All three moments recorded here have shaped my views that supervision needs to be a profoundly
safe place to explore potentially shaming material. If this safety is not consciously built from the first

moment, there is a strong risk the therapist will avoid bringing to supervision those issues that might
be damaging to clients if left unattended. Supervision without deep safety is no longer going to deal
with the real issues that are taking place in the therapy room, and ethical, legal and personal risks
will be amplified. The paper which follows assumes these presuppositions.

My Personal Philosophy of Supervision.
More than education, counselling, monitoring or consultation (Bernard & Goodyear, 1992),
supervision for me is the p o ess of o e ou sello fa ilitati g a d e aluati g a othe p a titio e s
overall work and presence when with clients, with the overall goal of maximising effective
counselling interventions and client safety. (Interrelate Workbook, 2009) In my experience, the
outworking of this definition has many shapes and colours, varying according to the ou sello s
needs, the clients eeds, a d the st e gths a d passio s of the supervisor.
My views of supervision are strongly shaped by experiences such as those recounted in the
preamble. And they are also deeply shaped by my reading about psychotherapy and counselling, and
my reflections on what counselling is about. The following quotes sums up my overall philosophy,
which is largely shaped by the well-documented view that it is not model, skill or training that is
most helpful to clients, but it is our selves, and our relationship with the client that is most likely to
make a difference (Spinelli, 2002).

Supervision that is to encourage the therapeutic use of self by the counsellor will emphasise
attention given to the person of the counsellor as he or she lives in relationship with the
client....will focus pri arily o the cou sellor’s ow dy a ics a d reactio s to clie ts.....case
discussion, analysis of client problems, case work management....skills and techniques...will
need to take precedence on occasion (But)as a rule the counsellor will be principally
encouraged to examine their own needs, drives, motivations and personal responses to
clients as a way of developing their internal supervisor...and enhancing their use of self.
Wosket, Val (P209, 1999)

This is the real task of supervision: to penetrate the celluloid respectability of therapy
and explore the often brutal, destructive and mad forces operating within and
among the patient (sic), therapist and supervisor.

Embelton , Gary (P120, McMahon & Patton, 2002)

I take these quotes as my starting place, although I wish to add some caveats. Such an approach
needs to keep in mind the developmental stage of the counsellor at all times. ( In addition, an
anchor needs to be provided by the use of a tool such as Daph e He so s triangle so that there is a
grounding of any supervisory work that emphasises working with the self (Hewson in McMahon &
Patten, 2002). He so s model calls me back to the whole, reminding me that even as I work with a
focus on self, selves, selves in relationship and self-in-relationship- with self, I need to maintain a
focus on the multiple context s which are shaping and being shaped by the therapeutic work at all
levels.
Having established some broad caveats, I wish to focus on exploring what it means to be adopting a
odel of supe isio hi h has as its p i a fo us the use of the the apist s self, a d ho that
impacts on the work with the client.
I am drawn to existential approaches to therapy (Spinelli, 1994), self-psychology (Kahn, 1997), and
those approaches that are broadl efe ed to as elatio al Kah , 1997) , or intersubjective.
(Driver & Martin, 2002; Kahn, 1997; Farber, 2006) The otio of ou ded heale Driver & Martin,
2002; Farber, 2006; Wosket, 1999) is probably central to all of these approaches, in that our own
brokenness is seen not just as ok, but potentially very useful in our work with clients. Thus the
supervisory process needs to work actively with relationship in the here and now (Stern, 2004), with
intersubjective moments (Driver & Martin, 2002; Stern, 2004), and with frank acknowledgement of
personal wounds and their multi-faceted impact on the client. (Driver & Martin, 2002; Wosket,
1999). Thus, I ould ag ee ith Ch isti e D i e he she sa s: supe isio should itself be
the apeuti
ea i g that the o k should e gage the i e o lds of the supe iso , supe isee
a d the patie t. (p.9 , Driver & Martin, 2002)
At all times, of course, I see the processes taking place in supervision as information, resources and
clues about what is happening in the room with the client. It is not self-reflection in the same way as
personal therapy might be; it is far more focussed on growing the counsellor to a deeper
u de sta di g of ho thei self a d thei e pe ie es, assumptions, and interpretations or
judgements are participating in the interactive dance they are doing with the client.
I ha e a ed so e of this ou- e stuff: i.e. the i te su je ti e eal elatio ship that de elops ith
clients. In the room there is the therapist or counsellor, the client, the us or we of oth, and the
space between . And all of this is reflected or mirrored in the supervisory relationship. The we/us
and the space between are as important in supervision as it is in the counselling room. Together, as
human beings, we co-create a new context, a new relationship and ultimately, new selves. The
process has the potential to be transformative, not just for the client, but also for the supervisee,
and even the supervisor.
And all of this you-me stuff is about providing the best possible interventions and outcomes for the
client. Growth and shifting in supervision unclogs the workings in the room with the client, partly
through a positive use of parallel process, and partly because growth and transformation in the
supervisee can result in new interventions with the client. Certainly, at the very least, a greater
sense of awareness will contribute to better outcomes in the counselling rooms.
The boundaries around the processes that take place in such supervision need to be clearly
delineated and agreed to at the beginning contracting by the counsellor and the supervisor. It is not

therapy, even though in all likelihood therapeutic moments will occur. The focus is to be firmly
agreed upon: the client, and processes relating to the client, is the focus and the purpose of
supervision. Of course, in this initial contracting it is imperative that legal, moral and ethical
boundaries be spelt out. Discussions about how they would deal with potential difficulties would all
need to be discussed, and agreed to. These moments are already building the you/me relationship
between supervisor and counsellor, as well as building in safety and accountability for professional
practice.
As a counsellor in Private Practice, these parameters are imperative: I do not have the legal
protection that I might have if I was counselling for an agency. This only reiterates for me the stance
I need to take, especially if I am working within an intersubjective/relational framework. We are not
having a chat. We are not doing coffee. And we are not doing therapy. There is still an evaluative and
educational element in the relationship...not fluffy, not soft.....just a more relational model which
has some extra demands if there is to be real relating as well as real accountability!
In conclusion, I come back to the place where I started. Safety to enable the therapist to selfdisclose, to take risks and to grow in supervision is foundational. And I see the relationship that is
formed within clear ethical and professional frameworks as the building itself. Skills, theorising, case
management, administration, professional identity and all the systems that are involved then have a
place to reside, to shelter and to grow within a strong building built on a secure foundation.
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